
What Agents Need  

18.7% of managers believe limited growth potential is the leading 
cause of agent turnover 2

Only 3 in 10 U.S. employees strongly agree that there is someone 
at work who encourages their development 1

40% of Americans would put more effort into their jobs if they 
received recognition more often 6 

Only 3 in 10 U.S. employees strongly agree that in the last seven days  
they have received recognition or praise for doing good work 1

34% of agents want a more flexible working environment 5

53% of employees say a role that allows them to have greater 
work-life balance and better personal well-being is “very 
important” to them 1
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Increase Agent Engagement with Contact Center Automation 

30-45%
The average annual turnover rate for agents in U.S. contact
Centers - more than double the average for all occupations
in the U.S. 4

Today’s Workforce is Uninspired 

Stress is High

Complexity is Rising 

Of contact center staff are unhappy in their roles, and 35% are considering 
leaving their jobs in the next 12 months 5

Of contact center staff believe their company isn’t  
doing enough to prevent their teams from burning out 5 

Of agents feel that dealing with complex issues is the most 
challenging part of their role 5

43%

52%

56%

Contact center automation helps improve agent performance, 
satisfaction and development. This powerful technology acts as an 
automated manager for contact center agents with rules that are 
triggered in real-time by actual service level conditions.

It works by streamlining processes and delivering automated prompts 
directly to agent desktops when it’s time for activities like training, 
coaching, breaks and more. 

How Contact Center Automation Can Help 

3 Key Areas Contribute to Agent Engagement 

Performance 
Targeted training based on performance 

Automated reminders to meet key metrics

Guidance throughout shift to stay on schedule

Surprise breaks for high performers

Variety in work-day with multi-channel work mix

Schedule flexibility and mobile communications

Satisfaction 

Consistent training during new hire nesting 

More opportunities for career coaching  

Self-study time to improve skills 

“I love these little breaks  
off the phone.”  

“It is nice to receive real-time  
information instead of waiting for 
an announcement to be posted.” 

“Finally, something to help 
us meet our adherence!”

Development 

Engaged & satisfied call center employees are more likely:

to stay than leave  
within a year  
 

to stay than dissatisfied 
colleagues  

to refer friends to  
their company  

to feel extremely empowered  
to resolve customer issues 3

8.5X 4X

16X 3.3X

What Agents Say about Automation 

Are You Ready to Empower Your Agents with Automation?
Learn more ways to transform agent engagement in your contact center.

Sources: Gallup (1)  ICMI (2)  McKinsey & Company (3)  Quality Assurance & Training Connection (4)  Health of the Contact Centre (5)  KRC Research (6) 

“The break adjustments are awesome! 
Now we can focus more on serving 
the customer.” 

https://www.intradiem.com/platform/partnerships/?tab=agent

